Crystal structure and phase transition in (NH4)3WO2F5: from dynamic to static orientational disorder.
Single crystals of tungsten double salt (NH4)3WO2F5 = (NH4)3[WO2F4]F have been synthesized by solid-state reaction or from fluoride solution and its crystal structures at 296 and 193 K were determined by X-ray diffraction. At room temperature, the crystal structure of the compound is dynamically disordered with the ligand atoms statistically distributed on two positions (6e and 24m) of the Pm3m unit cell [a = 6.0298 (1) Å], and the tungsten atom dynamically disordered on 12 orientations forming a spatial cuboctahedron [W12] that enables the real geometry of cis-WO2F4 octahedron to be determined with two short W-O distances. On cooling, the compound undergoes a first-order phase transition with the symmetry change Pm3m → Pa3 and a doubling of the unit-cell parameter [a = 11.9635 (7) Å]. The ligand F(O) atoms statistically occupy two general 24d sites and form W1X6 and W2X6 octahedra, in which the O and F atoms are not crystallographically different that means a static orientational disorder of (NH4)3WO2F5.